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Step 1  - Determine if there is SR&ED
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Step 1 of the Scientific Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED) Self-Assessment and Learning Tool (SALT Step 1). 
The purpose of this tool is to:
     •  Help you understand the requirements for the eligibility of work for SR&ED investment tax credit;
     •  Help you determine if your company project might include SR&ED work.
The tool is intended for self-assessment and educational purposes only. It is designed to help you assess work that has already been carried out. However, you can also use it for work you will carry out in the future in order to get a general idea of its potential eligibility. The eligibility of a project is determined after the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) receives a complete claim for SR&ED tax credit.
The tool is mainly dedicated to users with a relatively limited knowledge of the SR&ED program. It is in the form of a questionnaire divided into 5 parts. Each part corresponds to one of the five questions in section 2.1 of the Eligibility of Work for SR&ED Investment Tax Credits Policy. To help you answer each of those five questions, the questionnaire will ask you a series of sub-questions. At the end of the questionnaire, a report will be generated, describing the results of the self-assessment giving you an indication of the likelihood of the eligibility of your work for SR&ED investment tax credits. When answering the questions, you will be asked to enter text pertaining to your work. 
Note that the text you enter in these boxes will not affect the outcome or result of the self-assessment. Thepurpose of these text boxes is to capture information and details related to your particular project for your ownrecords and to help you complete Part 2 of Form T661 Scientific Research & Experimental Development (SR&ED)Expenditures Claim.
The methodology to determine if and to what extent the work meets the definition of SR&ED is a two-step process. First, you must determine if SR&ED work has been performed, then you must determine the extent of eligible work. This tool will help you only with the first step – determining if SR&ED work has been performed. It is important to note that SALT Step 1 does not address the expenditures incurred for SR&ED. For more information on SR&ED expenditures, read “Calculating your SR&ED expenditures and investment tax credit.”
Company Project
To determine if you have performed SR&ED work, you first have to choose a project that you would like to assess.  This project will be referred to as your "company project". “Company project” is a generic term referring to undertakings by a company to have an impact on its business; for example, building new facilities or expanding facilities, developing new products and product lines, changing business practices, upgrading processes and facilities, and engineering projects. A company project is a project with a commercial purpose, whereas SR&ED is concerned with advancing science or technology. There are exceptions where a company project’s objective is to advance science or technology. However, this tool assumes that your company project has a commercial purpose and that the potential SR&ED work is related to a specific problem you faced as part of your overall company project. 
It is important to note that the definition of SR&ED requires that the work be performed in a field of science or technology. 
PART 1 OF 5
You must first determine if you faced a scientific or technological uncertainty. Scientific or technological uncertainty means whether a given result or objective can be achieved or how to achieve it, is not known or determined on the basis of generally available scientific or technological knowledge or experience. To determine if you faced a scientific or technological uncertainty, you can first identify a problem and then determine if it could not be resolved with the existing scientific or technological knowledge base. You have to identify specifically what is lacking in the scientific or technological knowledge that gives rise to this uncertainty.
Now, identify a particularly challenging problem associated with the company project that you have chosen previously.  Your overall commercial goals associated to this project may be to improve profitability by reducing reject or defect rates, improving quality, increasing performance, meeting regulatory requirements, increasing production rates, increasing sales or developing new features and functionality.  However, the problem that you should be looking for here is not your attempt to achieve your commercial goals, but rather the limitations in technology or lack of scientific knowledge that prevents you from achieving them.
Focus on the scientific or technological aspects of your project.  In other words, think about the underlying science or technology of your material, device, product or process instead of other aspects like competitive advantages, innovative features, uniqueness, increased functionality, or other commercial aspects.
Now that you have selected a problem related to science or technology, you must determine if it involves a scientific or technological uncertainty. In other words, you must identify specifically what is lacking in your scientific or technological knowledge base that is creating this uncertainty.
Your scientific or technological knowledge base refers to the existing level of technology and scientific knowledge. It consists of the knowledge available publicly and of the resources available within your company. Publicly available sources generally include scientific papers, journals, textbooks, and internet-based information sources as well as expertise accessible to the company (for example, through recruiting employees or hiring consultants or contractors). Resources within the company include technical knowledge, education, training, experience of its personnel, and its technical capabilities typified by its current products, techniques, practices, and methodologies (for example, trade secrets and intellectual property). Although the knowledge available publicly is the same for all companies, the scientific or technological knowledge base may vary from company to company because the internal resources can vary from company to company.
 
A technological uncertainty is different from a technical problem. Whenever you identified a problem in creating new or improving existing materials, devices, products, or processes, there might have been be some doubt concerning the way of solving it. This doubt could have arisen from a technical problem or from a technological uncertainty. It is therefore important to understand the distinction between the two. In the case of a technical problem, the existing scientific or technological knowledge base is sufficient to resolve the problem. Overcoming a technical problem will not lead to a technological advancement, although it may lead to the creation of a new or improved product or process. On the other hand, in the case of a technological uncertainty, the solution or the method of finding the solution to the problem is not known based on your existing scientific or technological knowledge base, and requires experimental development to resolve the problem. 
So, if the existing scientific or technological knowledge base was sufficient to resolve your problem (or to attempt to resolve it), it is a technical problem.  On the other hand, if the existing scientific or technological knowledge base was not sufficient to resolve the problem, and if you had to perform experiments or analysis, as a part of a systematic investigation or search, your problem may have included a scientific or technological uncertainty. 
You need to determine if the work you did to solve the problem was within the techniques and procedures available to you or if you had to undertake a systematic investigation or search. In other words, activities such as training and learning or looking for an answer on the Internet is not, in and of itself, SR&ED work since it is not an attempt to advance science or technology. So in this case, any potential SR&ED would start only after you have searched the available information in the public domain and determined that the existing scientific or technological knowledge base is not sufficient to resolve the problem. 
Having this in mind, please answer the next questions by considering your own scientific or technological knowledge base in relation to the problem you have described above.
Did you have experience with this kind of problem in the past? (required)         
When you faced this kind of problem in the past, have you developed techniques or procedures to solve it? (required)         
Consider these techniques or procedures as part of your scientific or technological knowledge base.
Have you applied these techniques or procedures to successfully solve the current problem (i.e. the problem you have identified in the company project you are currently assessing)? (required)         
Were you able to solve your problem by: (required)
Do you believe that your problem involved a scientific or a technological uncertainty? (required)         
Your answers indicate that the problem you faced was solved using the techniques and procedures that were available to you at that time. If it is the case, you may not have faced a scientific or technological uncertainty.
PART 2 OF 5
In part 1 of this tool, you have determined that you faced a scientific or technological uncertainty. This part will help you determine if you have formulated hypotheses to reduce or eliminate the uncertainty you have faced.
A hypothesis is an idea that is consistent with the known facts, that serves as a starting point for further investigation to prove or disprove that idea. 
To have SR&ED work, you need to attempt to eliminate your uncertainty.  Working around the problem or abandoning the project is not an attempt to reduce or eliminate the uncertainty and, therefore, is not SR&ED work.  If you think that the existing scientific or technological knowledge base was not sufficient to solve the problem you faced, and that you carried out work to solve that problem (not by working around it or changing the objectives or the requirements), you should consider how you attempted to solve this specific problem. Failure or success in solving the problem is not relevant for eligibility as long as your efforts were dedicated to trying to eliminate or reduce the scientific or technological uncertainty. With this in mind, answer the following question.
Select the one answer that best describes the action you took in order to resolve the problem involving the scientific or technological uncertainty. (required)
Did you formulate hypotheses specifically aimed at reducing or eliminating the scientific or technological uncertainty that you identified in part 1 of this tool? (required)         
PART 3 OF 5
The next step in your assessment is to determine how you solved or attempted to solve your uncertainty. The requirement is that the work must be a systematic investigation or search that is carried out in a field of science or technology by means of experiment or analysis.
Experimentation and analysis are approaches used to investigate hypotheses. Experimentation involves structured and organized tests and studies to obtain information in order to address the hypotheses. Experimenting involves not only testing and analyzing but also exploring the relationships between tests, explaining the results as they relate to the hypothesis, drawing conclusions, proposing a new hypothesis, or conducting additional tests. Such experimentation can include work on the evolution of prototypes or models.
Analysis is the detailed examination of information to differentiate the various parts of a whole, determine their attributes, or explain their relationships. It is performed against the background of available knowledge and experience and it involves using tools such as models, graphs, statistics, tables, diagrams, mathematical formulas, and computer programs to express this knowledge or experience.
Other than experiment or analysis, there are also other ways of solving a problem. For example, you could buy the solution directly from one of your competitors, without increasing your scientific or technological knowledge base. Another way of solving a problem without doing experiments or analysis involves executing a series of tests in no particular order and not part of a systematic plan. The objective in such a case is to resolve a functional problem (that is, a problem in how something operates or works) rather than to address a problem in the underlying technology that may have caused this functional problem. The lesson learned in each attempt is simply that “an option did not work.” There is no further analysis of the reason why it did not work to make the lesson applicable in a broader sense. The test conditions that are judged to be the most effective in resolving the immediate problem are chosen for the next attempt, and the process simply moves from attempt to attempt without trying to understand or address the problem associated with the underlying technology. Solving problems in this manner is not experimentation or analysis within the framework of a systematic investigation or search. 
Have you conducted experiments or analyses aimed at reducing or eliminating the scientific or technological uncertainty that you identified in part 1 of this tool? (required)         
Was the overall approach for reducing or eliminating your scientific or technological uncertainty consistent with a systematic investigation or search, including formulating and testing the hypotheses by means of experiment or analysis?  (required)          
PART 4 OF 5
You must now determine if the work has lead, or will lead, to scientific or technological advancement. The scientific or technological advancement is closely related to the scientific or technological uncertainty. Work for the advancement of scientific knowledge or for the purpose of technological advancement implies an attempt to resolve a scientific or technological uncertainty. Basically, the advancement is the targeted outcome of the SR&ED work while the uncertainty is the impetus for the SR&ED work. Therefore, an attempt to achieve advancement is an attempt to resolve uncertainty.
 
It is important to note that there is no requirement to successfully solve your problem in order to have eligible work. Since, even if you fail to resolve your problem, advancement may have occurred because you have eliminated possible solutions. By showing why a possible solution will not succeed or will not meet the desired objectives, advancement in science or technology is still possible. In some instances, the objectives might not have been achieved but, in the process, SR&ED was carried out to understand the reasons for the failure. Hence, scientific or technological advancement can be achieved even if the objectives are not met.
Choose from the following list, what best describes the result or outcome of your work. (more than one selection is possible) (required)
Do you believe that your work has resulted in a scientific or a technological advancement? (required)          
PART 5 OF 5
It is expected that the work be recorded, clearly showing why each major element is required and how each fits into the project as a whole. It is also expected that the indicators or measures that will be used to determine if the goals of the work are met will be identified and recorded at an early stage of the work.
Since SR&ED is a systematic investigation or search, it is expected that the work follows a planned approach. This approach includes defining a problem, advancing a hypothesis towards resolving that problem, planning and testing the hypothesis by experiment or analysis, and developing logical conclusions based on the results. The progression of work is built on analyzing results from step to step. To build on the results of testing in a systematic way requires the organized recording of the work undertaken during experimentation or analysis. This is a basis for being able to capture, communicate, and, if necessary, repeat the work leading to the advancement of scientific knowledge or the technological advancement.  
It is important to note that this question pertains only to records that are naturally produced during the performance of SR&ED and simply expresses that a systematic investigation generally cannot be carried out without recording the work as it progresses. 
Was a record of the hypotheses tested and the results kept as the work progressed?  (required)          
Your answers indicate that the problem you faced was solved using the techniques and procedures that were available to you at that time.  If it is the case, you may not have faced a scientific or technological uncertainty.
Your answers indicate that you may not have attempted to resolve your scientific or technological uncertainty.
Your answers indicate that you may not have attempted to reduce or eliminate your scientific or technological uncertainty using a systematic investigation or search.
Click to generate the self-assessment report.         
SR&ED Self-Assessment and Learning Tool
Step 1 - Determine if there is SR&ED
This report is based on the answers you provided to the questions. The purpose of this report is to help you determine if you have potential SR&ED work within your company project and provide you with tips on how to complete Part 2 of the T661 form. The assessment of eligibility is based on the definition of SR&ED of the Income Tax Act and uses the five questions described in Eligibility of Work for SR&ED Investment Tax Credits Policy.
Company Project:
{JavaScript}
Your problem:
{JavaScript}
Part 1
Was there a scientific or a technological uncertainty?
Result
Your answer to this question is YES.
Result 
Your answer to this question is NO.
ReasonsYou indicated that you faced a problem, that this problem was scientific or technological in nature and involved a scientific or technological uncertainty because the existing scientific or technological knowledge base was not sufficient to resolve it. This is the first requirement in determining if SR&ED work has been performed.
ReasonsYour scientific or technological knowledge base will increase over time as you develop (or advance) technology. This can happen through the new technical knowledge and experience gained in finding new solutions to problems you are facing.
You indicated in your response that you had successfully developed techniques or procedures in the past to solve a similar problem. That work might have involved resolving a scientific or technological uncertainty. In other words, you may have needed to increase your scientific or technological knowledge base in order to solve the problem in the past.
However, your answer suggests that at the time you faced the current problem, you had already developed the required technical capabilities and were reasonably confident of successfully applying them to this problem. In other words, you solved a problem using tools and techniques that were known to you, and were sufficient to solve the problem. Therefore, you did not face a scientific or technological uncertainty in the current problem.
ReasonsEven though the solution to the problem might not have been known to you, it could be solved by the consultant or the expert who was hired or by the supplier, the vendor or the partner who helped you and whose scientific or technological knowledge base was sufficient to solve the problem. Since the problem was essentially solved by an expert, a consultant, a supplier, a vendor or a partner who was accessible to you and who knew how to solve the problem, there was no scientific or technological uncertainty.
ReasonsThe scientific or technological knowledge base of your company consists of the knowledge of the technological resources within the company and sources available publicly.
The technological resources within the company include:
         •         technical knowledge, education, training, and experience of its personnel; and
         •         its technical capabilities typified by its current products, techniques, practices, and methodologies (for example, trade secrets and intellectual property).
Publicly available sources generally include scientific papers, journals, textbooks, and internet-based information sources as well as expertise accessible to your company (for example, through recruiting employees or hiring consultants or contractors).
In this case, you responded that you solved your problem by applying a solution that was available publicly. Therefore this problem did not involve any scientific or technological uncertainty since it was resolved using a solution that was readily available to you.
ReasonsThe scientific or technological knowledge base of your company consists of the knowledge of the technological resources within the company and sources available publicly.
The technological resources within the company include:
         •         technical knowledge, education, training, and experience of its personnel; and
         •         its technical capabilities typified by its current products, techniques, practices, and methodologies (for example, trade secrets and intellectual property).
Publicly available sources generally include scientific papers, journals, textbooks, and internet-based information sources as well as expertise accessible to the company (for example, through recruiting employees or hiring consultants or contractors).
In this case, you responded that you solved your problem by applying procedures and techniques known to you and that you were reasonably certain would succeed. This problem did not involve any scientific or technological uncertainty since it was resolved using a solution that was available to you.
Reasons
The scientific or technological knowledge base of your company consists of the knowledge of the technological resources within the company and sources available publicly.
The technological resources within the company include:
         •         technical knowledge, education, training, and experience of its personnel; and
         •         its technical capabilities typified by its current products, techniques, practices, and methodologies (for example, trade secrets and intellectual property).
Publicly available sources generally include scientific papers, journals, textbooks, and internet-based information sources as well as expertise accessible to the company (for example, through recruiting employees or hiring contractors).
In this case, you responded that you solved your problem by hiring an expert or consultant who knew how to solve the problem. This problem did not involve scientific or technological uncertainty since the scientific or technological knowledge base of the expert you hired was sufficient to solve it. 
ReasonsThe scientific or technological knowledge base of your company consists of the knowledge of the technological resources within the company and sources available publicly.
The technological resources within the company include:
         •         technical knowledge, education, training, and experience of its personnel; and
         •         its technical capabilities typified by its current products, techniques, practices, and methodologies (for example, trade secrets and intellectual property).
Publicly available sources generally include scientific papers, journals, textbooks, and internet-based information sources as well as expertise accessible to the company (for example, through recruiting employees or hiring contractors).
In this case, you responded that you solved your problem by asking your suppliers, vendors or partners for a solution. This problem did not involve scientific or technological uncertainty since the scientific or technological knowledge base of your suppliers, vendors or partners was sufficient to solve it.
ReasonsYou responded that you did not believe that your problem involved a scientific or a technological uncertainty. In this case, you resolved your problem by applying practices, techniques, or methodologies that are known to you or available in the public domain. In other words, your existing scientific or technological knowledge base was sufficient to resolve this problem therefore it does not involve any scientific or technological uncertainty. 
TipsYou can use the following text that you have entered to complete line 242 of Form T661. In this line, you have to describe your scientific or technological uncertainty. In other words, why was your scientific or technological knowledge base insufficient to solve this problem without experimentation?
In the following text you have explained why the existing scientific or technological knowledge base is not applicable to this problem or situation:
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TipsWe recommend that you identify another problem within this company project or another company project altogether and use the tool to determine if there is a scientific or technological uncertainty.
Part 2
Did the effort involve formulating hypotheses specifically aimed at reducing or eliminating that uncertainty?
ResultYour answer to this question is YES.
ResultYour answer to this question is NO.
ReasonsYou indicated that you attempted to solve the problem and that you formulated a hypothesis specifically aimed at reducing or eliminating the uncertainty faced. This is an essential step in a systematic investigation or search which is required for SR&ED work.
ReasonsYou indicated that you either abandoned the problem (i.e. did not attempt to solve it), or you worked around the problem (i.e. changed your requirements or specifications to avoid the problem). In this case, there is no SR&ED work since you have not attempted to resolve your scientific or technological uncertainty. 
ReasonsYou indicated that you attempted to solve the problem but you did not formulate hypotheses specifically aimed at reducing or eliminating the scientific or technological uncertainty related to your problem. Formulating a hypothesis to resolve the scientific or technological uncertainty is an essential step in a systematic investigation or search. If no hypotheses were formulated, you have not attempted to resolve your scientific or technological uncertainty using a systematic investigation or search and therefore you have not performed SR&ED work.
TipsAlways make sure that your hypothesis is specifically aimed at reducing your scientific or technological uncertainty. SR&ED work is concerned with the scientific or technological objectives of your project as opposed to the commercial ones.You can use the following that you have entered to describe your hypotheses in line 244 of Form T661. Include all relevant details of your hypotheses.
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TipsWe recommend that you identify another problem within this company project or another company project altogether and use the tool to determine if there is a scientific or technological uncertainty.
Part 3
Was the overall approach adopted consistent with a systematic investigation or search, including formulating and testing the hypotheses by means of experiment or analysis?
ResultYour answer to this question is YES.
ResultYour answer to this question is NO.
ReasonsMost work, especially research and development, is carried out systematically. It follows known design methods, techniques, procedures, protocols, standards, and other practices. Also, in many situations, problems are solved by following established procedures and standards. However, the systematic investigation or search called for in the definition of SR&ED is an approach that includes defining a problem, advancing a hypothesis towards resolving that problem, planning and testing the hypothesis by experiment or analysis, and developing logical conclusions based on the results.         You answered that you performed a systematic investigation to resolve your problem.
ReasonsYour answers indicate that you did not perform a systematic investigation or search. This is an essential part of SR&ED. Scientific or technological uncertainty can only be reduced or eliminated by employing a systematic investigation or search that includes defining a problem, advancing a hypothesis towards resolving that problem, planning and testing the hypothesis by experiment or analysis, and developing logical conclusions based on the results. Based on your answers, you have not attempted to resolve your scientific or technological uncertainty using systematic investigation or search and therefore you have not performed SR&ED work.
TipsYou can use the following text that you have entered to describe your systematic investigation or search in line 244 of Form T661. Include details of your hypothesis and test results and conclusions. Always make sure that your descriptions here are related to your scientific or technological objectives and not your commercial ones.
{JavaScript}
TipsBy definition, a scientific or technological uncertainty can only be reduced or eliminated by employing a systematic investigation or search. If you were able to resolve your problem without following this approach, you might need to reconsider your answers to Part 1 of this tool to determine if you were in fact facing a scientific or technological uncertainty.
Part 4
Was the overall approach undertaken for the purpose of achieving a scientific or a technological advancement?
ResultYour answer to this question is YES.
ResultYour answer to this question is NO.
ReasonsYour answers indicated that the work to resolve the scientific or technological uncertainty led or will likely lead to the generation of information or the discovery of knowledge that advances the understanding of scientific relations or technology.
ReasonsYou answered that the work to resolve the scientific or technological uncertainty did not or will not lead to the generation of information or the discovery of knowledge that advances the understanding of scientific relations or technology.
TipsYou can use the following text that you have entered to describe the scientific or technological advancement you achieved in line 246 of Form T661.
{JavaScript}
TipsIt is generally recognized that work carried out according to systematic investigation or search and in order to resolve scientific or technological uncertainty is an attempt to achieve scientific or technological advancement. 
We invite you to review the answers you gave in Parts 1, 2 and 3 of this tool.
Part 5
Was a record of the hypotheses tested and the results kept as the work progressed?
ResultYour answer to this question is YES.
ResultYour answer to this question is NO.
TipsIt is important to maintain supporting evidence (for example, information, records, documentation) to substantiate that the scientific research and experimental development (SR&ED) work was performed and allowable expenditures have been incurred. The business environment in which SR&ED is carried out will influence the nature and sources of evidence that are available to support the SR&ED claim. If your SR&ED claim is selected for review, you will be asked during the review to support your claim by providing evidence that was generated as the SR&ED was being carried out. Work for which you have no relevant supporting evidence will likely be disallowed.
Refer to Appendix 2 of the latest version of the T4088 Guide to Form T661 Scientific Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED) Expenditures Claim for information on documentation and other evidence to support an SR&ED claim.
TipsIt is expected that the work be recorded, clearly showing why each major element is required and how each fits into the project as a whole. It is also expected that the indicators or measures that will be used to determine if the goals of the work are met will be identified and recorded at an early stage of the work.
Work for which you have no records is likely not a systematic investigation or search and will be disallowed.
Refer to Appendix 2 of the latest version of the T4088 Guide to Form T661 Scientific Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED) Expenditures Claim for information on documentation and other evidence to support an SR&ED claim.
Next Steps
You have determined that you may have performed SR&ED work within your company project. You can use the information entered in this tool to help complete Part 2 of Form T661. 
This tool, which is for educational purpose only,  covers only step 1 of the following 2-step methodology to determine if work meets the definition of SR&ED, as explained in the Eligibility of Work for SR&ED Investment Tax Credit Policy:
    1.  Step 1: Determine if there is SR&ED    2.  Step 2: Determine the extent of eligible work
We recommend that you clearly determine the extent of the SR&ED work within your company project. For this, we invite you try the SR&ED Self-Assessment and Learning Tool Step 2 (SALT Step 2) to determine the extent of work of your SR&ED project and to estimate the investment tax credit that you could be entitled to.
If you need any assistance, contact your local tax services office or use one of our services and tools. 
You have determined that you may not have performed SR&ED work within your company project. However, this does not preclude you from filing a claim.
This tool, which is for educational purpose only,  covers only step 1 of the following 2-step methodology to determine if work meets the definition of SR&ED, as explained in the Eligibility of Work for SR&ED Investment Tax Credit Policy:
    1.  Step 1: Determine if there is SR&ED    2.  Step 2: Determine the extent of eligible workIf you need any assistance, contact your local tax services office or use one of our services and tools.
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Did you have experience with this kind of problem? (required) Yes
Did you have experience with this kind of problem? (required) No
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